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Rebuilding this apartment into a stylish bachelor pad was an interesting
and very successful undertaking for Davrob Construction.
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Davrob Construction were in the throes of
completing an external upgrade to an ageing
apartment complex in Cottesloe when they were
approached by one fo the residents who asked
them to renovate his proeprty within the complex.
Initially, the client had to contact all the
other residents of the 16 apartments in the
complex to gain approval to carry out such
extensive renovations.
Then the two-storey apartment was completely
stripped down to slab level before undergoing an
entire rebuild.
The floorplan endured an extreme overhaul to
transform the apartment into the most spacious,
upmarket bachelor pad possible.
The new interior layout was designed to echo
masculine sophistication.
Framed by glass walls, the voyeuristic master
bedroom is visible from the living areas but also
maximises the apartment’s space. Similarly, the
open ensuite connects effortlessly from the master
bedroom, further exploiting use of space.
The small, pokey rooms of the original unit
were replaced with open-plan living areas that
flow through to the balcony via glass stacker
doors, complemented by cedar eaves. This further
extended the amount of usable space while taking
advantage of the spectacular ocean views.
Pushing beyond the typical style of a bachelor
pad apartment, nothing has been forgotten in the
final touches and finishes in this property.
Gaggenau appliances and Caesarstone
benchtops with lacquered veneer cabinetry adorn
the functional yet stylish kitchen, while the floors
throughout the apartment are Italian limestone
tiles with a honed finish.
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A McIntosh sound system has been wired into
the living areas, and integrated bar fridges mean
the client is just an arm’s length away from them
while entertaining in the living area.
Finished with cedar and gunmetal-grey zinc
cladding, the exterior stands out from the rest
of the apartments yet blends naturally with the
nearby ocean.

CONTACT
Davrob Construction
3/10 Kwong Alley, Fremantle
Phone David 0417 093 274 or Rob 0417 948 250
Email davrobwa@bigpond.net.au
Web www.davrobwa.com.au
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